Real Time Bar Code Scanning

Looking for greater efficiency in your warehouse? OzLINK Mobile brings it by gathering information at its origin and communicating it real-time with Acumatica.

OzLINK Mobile enables users to quickly receive purchase orders, and pick orders faster by leveraging bar code scanning and real time integration with Acumatica.

Order Picking

- Pick orders from a Mobile Device
- Direct user efficiently through the warehouse
- Verify correct items are being picked at the shelf
- Collect pick-from bin speeding order fulfillment

Receiving & Put-Away

- Quickly and accurately verify purchase order receipts on the dock
- Scan by UPC code, vendor code, or item number
- Easily move existing items between bin locations
- Know what has been received and on the dock, real time

Extend Acumatica

- Direct Acumatica integration eliminating complicated synchronization or manual reconciliation
- Intuitive user interface using same terms as Acumatica
- Leverage and extend defined order rules
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